Abstract. This paper develops a thermomechanics of two-phase heat conductors in which the interface between phases is fully faceted. The theory is based on balance of forces, balance of energy, and growth of entropy in conjunction with constitutive equations for the interface; and the chief result is a free-boundary problem of Stefan type in which the classical interface condition u = 0 is replaced by a condition relating the integral of u over each facet to the normal velocity of that facet.
Abstract. This paper develops a thermomechanics of two-phase heat conductors in which the interface between phases is fully faceted. The theory is based on balance of forces, balance of energy, and growth of entropy in conjunction with constitutive equations for the interface; and the chief result is a free-boundary problem of Stefan type in which the classical interface condition u = 0 is replaced by a condition relating the integral of u over each facet to the normal velocity of that facet. with & the temperature and dT, a material constant, the transition temperature; [q] is the jump in the heat flux q across 5?; i is the latent heat; c and are the specific heat and conductivity tensor (multiplied by &T); m is the orientation (the unit normal to S" directed outward from a); V is the normal speed of 5?.
In the presence of interfacial energy and transformation kinetics the Stefan condition (1.3) is replaced by a condition" lu = {/(m)l + ZT/(m)} L-b{m)V, (1.5)
where L is the curvature tensor of 5?, /(m) is the interfacial free energy and b(m) the kinetic modulus at i)T, and D2f(m) is the second derivative of /(m) on the unit sphere. Many materials are characterized by interfacial energies, termed crystalline, for which f(m) has cusps at orientations m e J?, with a finite set representing the low-energy orientations of the interface.3 Since D2f(m) is "infinite" at m e J?, it seems reasonable to expect, as a formal consequence of (1.5), that the interface is flat (L = 0) for orientations m e "■#, a conclusion reached by Herring,4 who proposed the interface condition Here it is tacit that the orientations of S? are confined to , so that S? is fully faceted. Interestingly, in contrast to the classical Stefan condition u = 0, (1.6) represents a condition on the integral of u over each facet F, and is hence nonlocal.
It is the purpose of this paper to develop a thermomechanics of two-phase heat conductors in which the interface between phases is fully faceted, with orientations m confined to a finite set . Following Gurtin [1988] , we base the theory on balance of forces, balance of energy, and growth of entropy in conjunction with constitutive equations for the interface giving the free energy /, the entropy s, and the normal interaction 7t (the normal force exerted by the bulk material on the interface) in terms of 6 , m e , and V . Using the Coleman-Noll procedure [1963] 5 to restrict these constitutive equations, we find that (i) the free energy and entropy are independent of V and related in the classical manner; (ii) the normal interaction has the form n = [\i/]-b{-&, m,V)V (1.8)
with if/ the bulk free energy and b[p, m, V) > 0 a kinetic modulus.
"Cf. Gurtin [1988, 1993a] for references to the extensive literature on free-boundary conditions of this type and for a derivation of (1.5) within the framework of continuum thermodynamics. J! is the exact set of orientations that appear on the Wulff shape (the unique crystal shape that minimizes total interfacial energy at fixed volume). [1951] , Eq. 15, for V = 0. An equivalent version of (1.6), for the interface a polygonal curve in the plane, was proposed somewhat later, but independently, by Ben Amar and Pomeau [1988] and by Gurtin and Matias [1990] . 5As generalized by Gurtin [1988] to two-phase materials.
The free-boundary conditions resulting from these general constitutive equations and balance laws are complicated, and for that reason we consider a simplified theory in which the interface conditions are linearized in the variables u and V; the resulting system, which we refer to as the quasi-linear system, consists of the bulk equations (1.1) supplemented by the interface conditions (1.2) and (1.6).
The quasi-linear system is an approximation of the general theory and cannot be expected to obey the general laws of energy balance and entropy growth. We modify the quasi-linear system by adding "higher-order" terms which give the theory an approximate thermodynamic structure; when cn = -a condition trivially satisfied in the quasi-static theory obtained by setting ca = = 0-the modified system reduces to the quasi-linear system.
Global growth conditions are established for the modified system in a bounded domain under various boundary conditions. In particular, for quasi-static situations with the boundary insulated and disjoint from the interface, the total interfacial free energy (at the transition temperature) decreases, while the volume of each phase remains constant.
We next consider situations in which the conductivities of the individual phases are small and the boundary is held at the constant temperature U, and give a plausibility argument leading to the evolution equation6
for the interface, with D a constant that depends only on U .
We introduce a notion of admissibility for the interface which requires that (i) orientations of adjacent facets be adjacent orientations for the Wulff shape; (ii) the complete set of orientations of facets meeting in a corner must be a complete set also for the Wulff shape. Granted admissibility, we establish a simple formula for the A's of (1.7) in terms of the gradient of the interfacial energy, extended in a convex manner from Jt to all of E .
2. Crystalline bodies. Kinematics. a. Crystalline bodies. We consider a body consisting of two phases, a and /? , separated, at each time t, by a fully faceted interface S*(t), and write £2,(0 and £lp(t) for the subregions of the body occupied by a and J3 . We assume that the body occupies all of R3, and that £2,(0 and £lp(t) are closed polygonal regions with as their union and S*(t) as their intersection. Then &*(t) is the union of a finite number of closed flat sides F(t), its facets; adjacent facets F(t) and G(t) intersect along line segments F(t) n G(t), its edges; and edges intersect in corners. We orient by a choice of unit normal field m(x, t), the orientation of t), chosen so that m(x, 0 coincides with the outward unit normal to dSln{t).
(2.1)
We assume that each facet F(t) has orientation mF independent of t, and that the position vector of each corner varies smoothly in time. (A tacit assumption is that ' 'Proposed by Taylor [1988] , Angenent and Gurtin [1989] , and Giga, Gurtin, and Matias [1993] , facets are neither created nor destroyed.) We denote by V(\, t) the normal speed of -9"(t) in the direction m(x, t); since the facet normals are constant, each facet F(t) has normal speed VF(t) a function only of t. b. Bulk and interfacial fields. Our theory is characterized by (1) bulk fields defined in Sla(t) and for all t and allowed to suffer jump discontinuities across the interface away from its edges; and (2) interfacial fields defined on <9"(t) for all t, and allowed to suffer jump discontinuities across edges. No restrictions are placed on the (possibly quite singular) behavior of bulk fields at edges. For O a bulk field, we write 0(i and , respectively, for the limits of <t> as the interface is approached from the a and /? regions, and [<1>] for the jump in <J> across the interface:
Similarly, given an interfacial field <p and a facet F, we write (pF for the limit of <p as dF is approached from F:
We use the term tensor for linear transformation of vectors (elements of E ) into vectors: 1 is the identity tensor, C1 is the transpose of a tensor C, and a <g> b is the tensor product of vectors a and b. Further, we write P = 1 -m (8> m; (2.4) P(x, t) is the projection onto the tangent plane for S?(t) at x . Given an interfacial scalar field <p , we denote by (p the normal time-derivative7 of cp (the derivative following the normal trajectories of Sp{t)).
c. Control volumes. Velocities. Let R be a control volume; that is, a bounded region R c E3 with piecewise-smooth boundary. We will consistently write r(t) = Rn&(t), Ra(t) = RnQn(t), Rfi(t) = Rnap(t) (2.5)
for the intersection of R with the interface and the a and /? phases. Then /-(?), when of nonzero area, has a piecewise-smooth boundary curve ds(t) with welldefined outward unit normal t) tangential to t). We will refer to R as a facet control volume at tQ if /•(t) is contained in a single facet for all t near tQ ; we will refer to R as an edge control volume at t(] if, for all t near t(], /•(t) intersects exactly one edge and no corners.
Given a local parametrization x = r(u, t) for ds(t), w(x, t) = dr(u, t)/dt satiso fies w-m = V , w u = W , where W , the tangential speed of ds(t), is independent 7Cf. Gurtin and Struthers [1990] with "(volume)" shorthand for "per unit volume", and so forth. Here e, rj, and & are bulk scalar fields; q is a bulk vector field; e , s, and h are interfacial scalar fields; C is an interfacial tensor field; n is an interfacial vector field. We assume that the temperature d is continuous across the interface; (3.1)
generally, we will not specify regularity hypotheses other than to note that the remaining bulk fields are allowed to suffer jump discontinuities across the interface away from the edges and to exhibit singular behavior at the edges, and the interfacial fields are allowed to suffer jump discontinuities across the edges. It is convenient to define the bulk and interfacial free energies through i//= e -fit], f = e-$s. is satisfied for all control volumes R that intersect the interface, where s(t) = RC\ <5"{t) and v = v. The first integral gives the force on r{t) exerted across ds(t) by the portion of S"{t) exterior to s(t); the second integral gives the force exerted on /-(/) by the portions of the bulk material adjacent to the interface. Although Cv is defined on each vector v, it is clear from (4.1) that its action on vectors normal to S*(t) is irrelevant, and for that reason we add the restriction
Let F and G be adjacent facets. Then the force balance (4.1), applied to an edge control volume for FflG, yields, upon shrinking r to F n G, the edge balance
on FnG, where we have used the notation (2.3), and where vF and vG are the outward unit normals to the boundary curves dF and dG.
Given any control volume R, the rate at which the capillary stress does work on R is assumed given by10 Remark. The specific form (4.7) for C follows from an argument of Gurtin and Struthers [1990] . The intrinsic velocity field w in (4.4) is replaced by a velocitŷ Gurtin [ 1988] , l()Gurtin and Struthers [1990] , Gurtin [1991] . field w computed using an arbitrary local parametrization x = r(w, t) for ds(t). The requirement that (4.4) be independent of the specific choice of parametrization then yields-by virtue of (iii) of the Invariance Lemma of Gurtin and Struthers [1990] -the representation (4.7).
By ( Consider next (4.1) applied to the facet F. If we take the inner product of (4.1) with (the constant vector) mr , we find that
is the normal interactive force. Since c is a tangential vector field, its surface divergence on each facet may be formally identified with its ordinary divergence dive, and, in view of (4.7), the same applies to the divergence C. Similarly, we may formally identify the surface gradient of a with PVct . Thus divC = PVcr + mdivc. (4.14)
The balance (4.1) therefore has the local form divC + 7r = 0 (4.15) on each facet, or equivalently divc + 7r = 0, PVcr + Pn -0 (4.16) on each facet. Remarks. 1. The intrinsic motion of the interface is normal; tangential motion is irrelevant. For that reason, we will not specify the tangential component Pa of n constitutively, but instead will consider Pn as determined by (4.16)2.
2. Given the interfacial fields a and , let AFG be defined by (4.11), and suppose that (4.12) is satisfied. Let c be a tangential field defined on each facet F as the solution of the boundary-value problem consisting of (4.11) and (4.16), . (Such a solution exists because of (4.12).) Then, defining C by (4.7) and Pn by (4.16)2, the force balance (4.1) is satisfied. We may therefore restrict attention to (4.11) and (4.12) with the assurance that the force balance (4.1) can always be satisfied. 3. By (4.7), C is characterized by the vector £ = <jm-c (4.17)
of Cahn and Hoffman [1972, 1974] On the other hand, if we let R be a facet control volume at some arbitrarily chosen time t0, with F(t) the underlying facet, then, by (2.8), (2.9), (4.9), and (4.13), if we shrink R to the interface in (5.1) and (5.2), we find that
Jr Jds (5.5)
Given any sufficiently regular subset /-0 of F(t0), and any smooth scalar field <p on ds-0 , we can always find a control volume R such that /■(/") = /-0 and 1-
and we have the classical identification of surface tension with interfacial free energy. By (5.1), dQ = hW^dj represents the rate of apparent heating of an element of length da on ds-; thus writing dS = sW dj for the rate at which entropy is transferred across dj as it moves tangentially, then the second of (5.6) is the classical relation dQ = fidS.
Next, since /-is arbitrary, (5.5) and (5.6) yield localizations
"Cf. Gurtin and Struthers [1990] , Gurtin [1991] .
of the first two laws to the interface; these combine to form the interfacial dissipation inequality°f
The results (5.7) and (5.8) are valid on each facet, but not generally on edges (across which the interfacial fields may suffer jump discontinuities).
We turn next to a discussion of the edges. Choose adjacent facets F(t) and G{t), let R be an edge control volume for the edge F(t) n G{t), and let *(t) denote the intersection of R with F(t) fl G(t). The quantity g(R)=l[JRe} +1 q-n (5.9)
represents the bulk energy production in R. If the bulk fields e and q were well behaved at the edges, then !?(/?) would vanish as R shrinks to #(t). We now show that, because of the presence of interfacial structure, this will generally not be so.
By ( thus at each edge there is a net production of bulk energy induced by the tangential speeds of the facet boundaries in the presence of interfacial entropy. Note that, by (5.6), the integrand in (5.16) is (hFWF + hGWG), so that the production of bulk energy at an edge is balanced by the apparent heating of the two facets at the edge.
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b. Second law in terms of a Gibbs function. We will be most interested in situations involving small departures from a given constant temperature dT. The physical interpretation of &r is irrelevant to the discussion of this section; in later sections it will denote the transition temperature. Dynamics with small temperature changes is cumbersome using a formulation based on entropy; a more useful version of the second law involves the Gibbs function is the bulk specific heat.
In classical theories of solidification there is a temperature $T , called the transition temperature, at which the phase transition takes place. At dT the free energies of the two phases coincide and ^a($) -^($) changes sign, indicating a change in the relative stability of the two phases. Here we suppose that a transition temperature exists, but we do not require that the phase change take place at t)r . l2Cf. Gurtin [1933b] , §3.
(6.9) Precisely, we assume that there is a unique temperature &T, called the transition temperature, at which
where without loss of generality we have set to zero this common value of the free energy. The difference £ = ep(dT) -en(&T) (6-7) in internal energy between phases at the transition temperature is the latent heat, which we assume to be nonzero. To discuss behavior near the transition temperature we introduce the temperature difference J? is related to the lattice structure of the crystal and should be envisaged as representing stable orientations of the interface. As constitutive equations we allow the free energy /, the entropy s, and the normal interactive force n to depend, not only on the temperature #, but also on the orientation and kinetics of the interface through dependences on me / and V :
We require that these constitutive relations be consistent with the interfacial dissipation inequality (5. ](x, t)dA(x) = /))rfo(x)J + Vh\t) J" b(6{\, t), , VF(t)) dA{y
where the sum is over all facets G adjacent to F, and where dA and dj are the elements of area and length. Since [^] is a function of the temperature, (7.7) may be viewed as a relation between the normal speed VF(t) of the facet F(t) and the temperature field over the entire facet. There is also the restriction (5.16) on the strength of the singularity in the bulk fields at the edges. b. Initial conditions. Boundary conditions. Appropriate initial conditions involve the prescription of £2,(0) and d(x, 0) for all x e R3.
(7.8)
If, as assumed, the body (the region of space occupied by the two phases) is all of R3, conditions at infinity are needed; these are standard if the interface is finite. If the body Q = &n(t) U £2/;(/) is a bounded region, then boundary conditions are required.
When the interface S"(t) touches the boundary, conditions expressing balance of capillary forces are needed at the juncture of the interface and the boundary. Here we will restrict attention to situations in which the interface does not touch the boundary. Appropriate boundary conditions are then a prescription of #(x, t) on a portion of dQ. and q(x, t) • n(x) on the remainder, . . with n(x) the outward unit normal to dQ, and the free-boundary problem consists of the bulk equations (7.3), the free-boundary conditions (6.11), (7.4), (7.6), and (7.7), the singularity restriction (5.16), the initial conditions (7.8), and the boundary conditions (7.9). One might also add an admissibility condition of the type discussed in Sec. 8c.
8. Behavior near the transition temperature. a. The quasi-linear system. We now linearize the bulk and interface equations in the variables u and V, neglecting the term e in the energy balance (7.4). We shall simply omit nonlinear terms, a precise asymptotic development being beyond the scope of the paper. However, because of the free boundary, the resulting system of equations will remain nonlinear.
It is convenient to write
and to let LFG(t) and AF(t), respectively, denote the length of the edge F(t) n G(t) and the area of the facet F(t). Then, guided by (6.9), we replace (7.4) and (7. We will use the term quasi-linear system to denote the bulk equations (8.5) in each phase n supplemented by the interface conditions (6.11) and (8.2). The freeboundary problem associated with this system is obtained by adjoining the initial and boundary conditions (7.8) and (7.9) (with $ replaced by u). (We view the singularity condition (5.16) as inappropriate for this system. In the next section we show that for ca = c^ the energy balance (9.11) is satisfied; this balance, when taken as basic, yields, in place of (5.16), the conclusion £?{R) -<• 0.) for all p e R , p / 0. Then y is the one-level set of fQ, so that fQ is a convex function. We will refer to fQ as the convexified energy. c. Admissible interfaces. 14 Both the Frank diagram and the crystal are polyhedral; to avoid confusion we will use the following differences in terminology: We will refer to & c as compatible if there is a face / of / such that /(m)~ m is a vertex of / for each m e 3° . We will refer to m,re./ as adjacent if the line segment from /(m)~'m to /(r)~'r is an edge of y (in which case {m,r} is compatible).
For the interfaces S^{t) under discussion the orientation of each facet belongs to Jt (cf. (6.11)). We now consider two additional conditions:
(Wl) orientations of adjacent facets are adjacent orientations; (W2) each set-of orientations of facets that intersect at a corner-is compatible.
We will refer to 5? as admissible if 5? is consistent with (W1) and (W2); we assume, for the remainder of this section, that S? is admissible.
Remarks. 1. (Wl) and (W2) are satisfied by the Wulff shape; in fact, they are equivalent to the conditions: (i) orientations of adjacent facets are orientations of adjacent facets on the Wulff shape; (ii) the complete set of orientations of facets "Frank [1963] , Cf. Angenent and Gurtin [1989] for a detailed discussion. l4This section is taken from Giga, Gurtin. and Matias [1993] . meeting in any given corner is a complete set also for some corner of the Wulff shape.
2. Admissibility is at least plausible. Almgren and Taylor [1992] consider the problem of evolution from an admissible interface in IT within the framework of (9.38) with D = 0, but with a general crystalline energy whose domain is S~ rather than .£ and whose Wulff shape has J( as its set of orientations. They give a variational formulation of this problem that allows for all orientations in S~ and show that its solution £? has orientations in .£, evolves according to (9.38) with D = 0, and, what is most important, is admissible.
The conditions (Wl) and (W2) establish a correspondence between corners on the interface and faces on the (the left side acting on a vector v is ±(yF x mf) x v; the right side is also, with the same sign). Thus, applying the left side of (8.15) to (8.14) at m = mF and the right l5Ben Amar and Pomeau [1988] and Gurtin and Matias [1990] establish an analogous condition for the interface a polygonal curve in the plane.
side at m = mG,, we conclude that (4.10) holds with aE = f(mE) and c£ = c(m£), E = F, G. Thus (4.11) and hence (8.3) is satisfied, and, since V)-uF = cF-vF , this completes the proof.
9. Thermodynamically consistent theory for behavior near the transition temperature.
a. Modified quasi-linear system. The quasi-linear system is an approximation of the general theory and cannot be expected to obey the general laws of energy balance and entropy growth. For example, when ca / c^ the interface condition given by the first of (8.2) is not the appropriate jump condition for the energy equation (7.1), even when the interface is devoid of internal energy. We now modify the quasilinear system by adding "higher-order" terms that give the theory an approximate thermodynamic structure.
We introduce the bulk internal energy the interface conditions (9.4) of the modified quasi-linear system reduce to the conditions (8.2) when the specific heats of the two phases (9.6) coincide.
It is important to note that e and ^ do not represent the actual bulk internal and free energies but rather their approximations near the transition temperature.
'6 We view the singularity condition (5.16) as inappropriate for this system. One might also wish to require that S" be admissible; the ensuing results are independent of such an assumption.
Consider now a solution of the modified quasi-linear system. We introduce an interfacial free energy /(x, t) and a kinetic modulus b(x, t), defined on each facet F by f(x,t) = f(mF), b(x, t) = b{mF), xeF(t); (9.7)
/ and b approximate the actual interfacial free energy and kinetic modulus near the transition temperature. We also introduce a surface shear c(x, t) defined on each facet F as the solution of the boundary-value problem: divp c + n = 0 on F, To establish (9.15), we note that, since / is constant on each facet, we may use (2.9) and (9.10) to conclude that = f fFwF+ f The first of (9.8) and (9.16)-(9.18) yield (9.15).
To establish the energy balance (9.11) we use (2.8), (8.5), (9.1), (9.4), and (9.14) to show that Thus the solution of the modified quasi-linear system is consistent with the "first two laws" in the form (9.11) and (9.12).
b. Growth theorems. We restrict our attention to a bounded body and to the following types of boundary conditions: an insulated boundary for which q-n = 0 on dQ for all time;
(9.23) (9.21)
an isothermal boundary for which u = U on dQ for all time (9.24) with U = constant the prescribed boundary temperature. The energy balance and dissipation inequality yield important Lyapunov relations for boundary conditions of this type. Indeed, if in (9.11) and (9.12) we let R = Q, 18 so that /■ = S? and d/-= 0, then we find that:
Given a solution of the modified quasi-linear system, if the boundary is insulated, {Le}=0, {L<p+Lf) (9-25>
if the boundary is isothermal, {f (V~Ue) + f f J =-&(u,Q)<0 (9.26) (cf. (9.1), (9.2), (9.7), and (9.13)).
By (9.6), these results are valid also for the quasi-linear system provided the specific heat is the same for both phases. for an isothermal boundary. d. Justification of the modified quasi-linear system. The quasi-linear system was developed by formally linearizing the PDEs and interface conditions of the general theory. A problem with this procedure is that the thermodynamical structure is lost 8Cf. Gurtin [1986] , §10; [1988] , Eqs. (7.8), (7.9). Q Rybka [1992] establishes local e> container with walls held at u = 0 IQRybka [1992] establishes local existence for the corresponding isotropic problem in 1R~ for a bounded in the approximation. An alternative procedure-and one that ensures a consistent thermodynamical structure-begins with approximate versions of the thermodynam-20 ical laws and generates a theory that is exact within this framework.
We begin with a formal argument in support of (9.11) and (9.12) as the appropriate thermodynamical laws for the modified theory. The condition (8.2), , which represents the interfacial energy balance for the quasi-linear theory, involves no terms representing surface structure, and it seems reasonable to base the modified theory on an energy balance in which such terms are neglected; such a balance is furnished by (9.11). Deducing an appropriate dissipation inequality is more delicate. Roughly speaking, such an inequality should be quadratic in u; thus, by (6.10), it seems reasonable to base the theory on (5.19) with Ip and u replaced by (p and u. Also, since h is not present in the energy balance (9.11), we omit it in (5.19). Finally, e-dTs = m) = /(m) plus higher-order terms, and we therefore replace e-$Ts by /(m) in (5.19). This discussion leads us to consider (9.12) as an appropriate version of the dissipation inequality for the modified theory.
We therefore take (9.11) and (9.12) as the basic thermodynamical laws, which we consider in conjunction with the force balance (4.1). Localizing (9.11) and (9.12) with the aid of (9.3) leads to the bulk relations e = -divq, if/ + eii + q-Vw < 0 (9.32) and to interface conditions consisting of the first of (9.4), the conclusion / = a , and f+{n-[y])V< 0.
(9.33)
Writing bulk constitutive equations for each phase in which if/, e , and q depend on u and Vu with e and q linear, and demanding consistency with the second of (9.32), leads to the relations I//=-\c u~, e = cu, q = -K Vw in phase a, 2 " 2 " " (9.34) y/ = -tu-^CpU , E = £ + CpU, q=-K/iV« in phase y?, with all moduli constant. Interfacial constitutive equations with / and n functions of u and V, with n linear, lead, via (9.33), to the restricted relations / = /( m), n = M-b(m)V. (9.35) Finally, (9.34) yields (9.3) for the Gibbs function <p . Thus, the modified quasi-linear theory, as described in Sec. 9a, follows as an exact theory based on the approximate thermodynamical laws (9.11) and (9.12) in conjunction with the constitutive equations described above.
e. Perfect conductors.
Consider the quasi-linear-or modified quasi-linearsystem for a bounded region with boundary held at the constant temperature U. We now discuss the asymptotic form these equations take when the conductivity of each phase is large. Precisely, we replace by (T'k^, n = a,fi, (9.36)°G urtin [ 1993c] . "'Gurtin [1988] , f under the assumption that S is small. Writing a formal perturbation for u in powers of S , it is clear that the lowest-order term, also written u , should be consistent with divq = 0, q=-KV« in bulk, " (9.37) 
